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Abstract

We propose a two-stage approach for training
a single NMT model to translate unseen lan-
guages both to and from English. For the first
stage, we initialize an encoder-decoder model
to pretrained XLM-R and RoBERTa weights,
then perform multilingual fine-tuning on par-
allel data in 40 languages to English. We find
this model can generalize to zero-shot trans-
lations on unseen languages. For the second
stage, we leverage this generalization ability
to generate synthetic parallel data from mono-
lingual datasets, then bidirectionally train with
successive rounds of back-translation.

Our approach, which we EcXTra (English-
centric Crosslingual (X) Transfer), is conceptu-
ally simple, only using a standard cross-entropy
objective throughout. It is also data-driven, se-
quentially leveraging auxiliary parallel data and
monolingual data. We evaluate unsupervised
NMT results for 7 low-resource languages, and
find that each round of back-translation train-
ing further refines bidirectional performance.
Our final single EcXTra-trained model achieves
competitive translation performance in all trans-
lation directions, notably establishing a new
state-of-the-art for English-to-Kazakh (22.9 >
10.4 BLEU).

1 Introduction

Current neural machine translation (NMT) systems
owe much of their success to efficient training
over large corpora of parallel sentences, and conse-
quently tend to struggle in low-resource scenarios
and domains (Kim et al., 2020; Marchisio et al.,
2020). This has motivated investigation into the
field of zero-resource NMT, in which no parallel
sentences are available for the source-target lan-
guage pair. This is especially valuable for low-
resource languages, which by nature have little to
no parallel data.

∗Correspondence to: bryanli@seas.upenn.edu

There are two mainstream lines of inquiry to-
wards developing models to tackle zero-resource
machine translation. Unsupervised machine trans-
lation learns a model from monolingual data from
the source and target languages. Some research in-
volves introducing new unsupervised pre-training
objectives between monolingual datasets (Lample
and Conneau, 2019; Artetxe et al., 2019). Oth-
ers devise training schemes with composite loss
functions on various objectives (Ko et al., 2021;
Garcia et al., 2021). In contrast, zero-shot ma-
chine translation learns a model by training on
other datasets (Liu et al., 2020) or other language
pairs (Chen et al., 2021, 2022), then directly em-
ploy this model for translating unseen languages.

This work leverages both mainstream ap-
proaches in zero-resource translation. We propose
a conceptually simple, yet effective, two-stage ap-
proach for training a single NMT model to trans-
late unseen languages both to and from English.
The first stage model is trained on real parallel
data from 40 high-resource languages to English.
This results in a strong zero-shot model, which we
use to translate unseen languages to English. By
applying back-translation to flip the order, we ob-
tain English-to-unseen synthetic parallel data. In
the second stage, we continue training the model
on successive rounds of offline back-translation,
where each round uses the prior round for both for
weight initialization and for synthetic parallel data.

We term our overall unsupervised translation
approach EcXTra (English-centric Crosslingual
(X) Transfer). EcXTra can be thought of as a
data-driven approach, which sequentially lever-
ages auxiliary parallel data then monolingual data.
Each stage’s model is initialized to an informed
pretrained model, before fine-tuning. We initial-
ize the first stage model’s encoder and decoder
to XLM-RoBERTa (Conneau et al., 2020) and
RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019) respectively, and we
initialize the second stage model’s weights to those
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of the first stage. In doing so, EcXTRa importantly
avoids the complicated training schemes and cus-
tom training objectives of prior work.

As our approach is simple to train and extend to
new unseen languages, we release all code, data
and pretrained models.1 Our contributions are:

1. We introduce EcXTra, a two-stage approach
for training a single NMT model to translate
unseen languages to and from English. In
its two stages, EcXTra combines zero-shot
NMT and unsupervised NMT: multilingual
fine-tuning and back-translation respectively.

2. Our work is an empirical study of an agnostic
view towards multilinguality, as we train the
zero-shot stage on balanced splits of parallel
data from 40 languages to English. In contrast,
prior work has largely explored multilingual-
ity by selecting train languages with oracle
knowledge of the test languages.

3. We evaluate the bidirectional unsupervised
NMT performance of a single EcXTra-trained
model on 7 foreign-English test sets (14 to-
tal). This final model, trained in two rounds
of back-translation, achieves competitive un-
supervised performance for most language
directions, establishing a new state-of-the-
art for English-Kazakh. We are also the
first to report, the best of our knowledge,
unsupervised results for 3 translation direc-
tions: English-Pashto, English-Myanmar, and
English-Icelandic.

2 Our Approach

Our training procedure closely follows the standard
machine translation task. Machine translation in-
volves developing models to output text in a target
language T , given text in a source language S . In a
typical supervised MT setting, it is assumed there is
a parallel corpus P = {(si, ti)}ni=1 in which each
sentence ti ∈ T is a translation of si ∈ S . A model
is then trained on these examples, to minimize the
cross-entropy loss given by

L(P; θ) =
n∑

i=1

log p(ti|si; θ) (1)

where θ is a collection of learned parameters.
Given enough parallel data, this training frame-

work allows contemporary NMT models to achieve
1https://github.com/manestay/EcXTra

strong performance (Dabre et al., 2020). However,
in the unsupervised setting arises the fundamental
challenge that we no longer have any parallel data
between the source and target languages of interest.

Conceptually, we divide the two stages of our
training procedure into four steps:

1a. Zero-shot model transfer by initializing to
pretrained multilingual LMs. We use an XLM-
RoBERTa encoder and a RoBERTa decoder.

1b. Multilingual fine-tuning for this initialized
model, on parallel data from diverse source lan-
guages to English.

2a. Synthetic parallel data creation using back-
translations from the stage 1 model.

2b. Back-translation training by initializing to
the stage 1 model, then further training on the syn-
thetic parallel data, in both translation directions.
Steps 2a and 2b are iterated for several rounds, in
each initializing to the prior round model.

Observe that these are are widely-used tech-
niques in the field of machine translation. Our
main contribution is in presenting an effective syn-
thesis of the techniques to enable a single model
to perform zero-shot and bidirectional translation
(while using only a standard loss function).

Terminology It is worthwhile formalizing our
exact terminology, given that prior work in this
field uses terms rather inconsistently.2 Our setting
is English-centric, as the language pairs include
English as either the source or target3 Our final
model is bidirectional, in that it can translate S to T
and also translate T to S . We call the non-English
side of a pair a foreign language. Therefore, we
use the terms foreign-English and many-to-English
interchangeably (likewise with English-foreign and
English-to-any). Languages seen during training
on parallel datasets are auxiliary languages.

2.1 Zero-shot Model Transfer

There are many structural as well as lexical similar-
ities across different languages, especially within
language families. By training a multilingual trans-
lation model on gold-standard parallel datasets for
auxiliary higher-resource languages, we aim to ex-
ploit these similarities. Specifically, we train model

2See Section 2.1 of Garcia et al. (2021) for further discus-
sion on this inconsistency.

3We focus on the English-centric setting because it is the
language with the most parallel data to other languages.
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parameters θ on parallel data between n auxiliary
languages S = S1 . . .Sn and some target language
T (for us, English). The goal is to have the model
learn to generalize to translating m unseen lan-
guage data U = U1 . . .Um to T . In other words,
in the absence of gold-standard parallel data P
in our zero-resource languages, we make use of
knowledge transfer from larger parallel datasets
with auxiliary source languages. Looking back at
Equation 1, we redefine its objective function as

n∑

i=1

L(D(Si, T ); θ) (2)

where D(Si, T ) is the gold-standard parallel
dataset for language Si and English (T ).

EcXTRA: Multilingual fine-tuning Multilin-
guality, namely having diverse auxiliary lan-
guages is key to good zero-resource NMT perfor-
mance (Garcia et al., 2021). In this setting, because
there are no true (si, ti) examples until inference
time, performance becomes especially sensitive to
the initialization of parameters θ. We do so by
initializing the encoder with XLM-RoBERTa and
decoder with RoBERTa. The former allows for
transfer learning from strong pretrained models
that are already trained on monolingual data in lan-
guages (including the unseen languages of interest),
whereas the latter allows for a good understanding
of fluent English sentences. Initializing the encoder
and decoder to pretrained LMs follows prior work
(Rothe et al., 2020; Ma et al., 2020).

From this initialization, we then fine-tune the
model on parallel data from many high-resource
languages to English. The resulting model is able
to translate from unseen language to English, but
not the other way. We next discuss how we extend
our approach to develop a bidirectional model.

2.2 Synthetic Parallel Data Creation

We assume in this step that we have monolingual
data in the unseen languages, which are typically
collected by crawling web data. We make use of
the model trained in the previous stage to translate
all the monolingual sentences (sj)kj=1 to English,
thereby having synthetic parallel data (sj , t̂j)

k
j=1

where t̂i is the translation output from the zero-
shot model. We then flip the order in each pair to
produce examples P̂ = (t̂j , sj)

k
j=1, then continue

training. This process of bootstrapping additional
data is called (offline) back-translation.

While back-translation is typically used in low-
resource settings, our approach extends it to-
wards the zero-resource setting. We perform back-
translation for all unseen languages, and concate-
nating together all synthetic parallel data (P̂i)mi=1.

EcXTRA: Training on Synthetic Data In this
step, we train a bidirectional English-centric model.
We ensure bidirectionality by training on both the
English-foreign synthetic parallel data, and the
foreign-English auxiliary parallel data. Our new
objective function is thus a combination of the two
cross-entropy losses:

n∑

i=1

L(D(Si, T ); θ) +
m∑

i=1

L(P̂i; θ)

Just as we initialized the zero-shot model to pre-
trained multilingual LMs, so too do we initialize
the unsupervised model to the zero-shot model. Af-
ter training an initial unsupervised bidirectional
model, we further refine performance by running it-
erative rounds of the synthetic parallel data creation
and training process.

3 Datasets Used

Here we succinctly describe the data, providing
further details in Appendix B.

Training For the zero-shot stage, we use parallel
corpora from higher-resource auxiliary languages
to English. We utilize a subset of the Many-to-
English v1 dataset (Gowda et al., 2021). We con-
sider only the 40 largest foreign-English pairs,4 and
equally sample 2 million examples from each.5

The resulting dataset, which we term m2e-40,
consists of 80 million sentence pairs from 40 source
languages. Note that unlike most prior work, we
have taken an agnostic view towards multilinguality
— we do not choose the training languages with
reference to the testing languages.

For the unsupervised stage, we use monolingual
corpora in the 7 test languages (below) from Com-
monCrawl and CC-100.

Testing We evaluate our approach on 7 lan-
guages: Kazakh (kk), Gujarati (gu), Sinhala
(si), Nepali (ne), Pashto (ps), Icelandic (is), and
Burmese (my). Test sets are taken from WMT21,

4Codes for training languages (with those used for valida-
tion in bold): tr, sr, fr, he, ru, ar, zh, bs, nl, de, pt, no, it, es,
pl, fi, fa, sv, da, el, hu, sl, vi, et, sk, ja, lt, lv, uk, th, cs, ko, id,
ca, mt, ro, bg, hr, hi, eu

5The rationale is further discussed in Section A.
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Figure 1: An illustration of the first stage of training
(or EcXTra-r0). The model learns to translate foreign
sentences to English. The encoder is initialized to XLM-
RoBERTa, and the decoder is initialized to RoBERTa.
Both embeddings are frozen (blue rectangle), while lay-
ers are finetuned (red ellipse).

FLORES-101 and WAT21. The languages were
chosen for both their diversity and for comparison
to prior unsupervised NMT work.

Validation To validate the zero-shot stage, we
select 15 foreign-English parallel datasets from
WMT19 development data; these languages are
seen during training.

In the unsupervised stage we only have access
to monolingual data. For validation purposes, we
thus reserve a small number of synthetic sentence
pairs (250 per direction * 14 directions).

4 Experimental Setup

We move from the overall EcXTra approach, to the
specifics of using EcXTra to train an NMT model.

4.1 Stage 1: Multilingual Fine-Tuning

Multilingual fine-tuning is the process of training a
many-to-English zero-shot NMT model on parallel
data from auxiliary languages to English. Figure 1
depicts the multilingual fine-tuning process.

Architecture We use an encoder-decoder,
Transformer-based NMT model. Encoder layers
and embeddings are initialized to XLM-R large,
and decoder layers and embeddings are initialized

to RoBERTa-large. These models were pretrained
on a large multilingual corpora with various
self-supervised language objectives. The encoder
vocabulary is from XLM-R, and the decoder
vocabulary is from RoBERTa.

Setup In the multilingual fine-tuning stage, we
fine-tune our initialized model on WikiMatrix-25en.
We freeze both the encoder and decoder embed-
dings and fine-tune both the encoder and decoder
layers. This model thus has 0.76B trainable pa-
rameters (1.1B total). We select the best model
checkpoint using early stopping.

Our training scheme uses the same supervised
training objective of standard supervised NMT
models. We hypothesize that this training scheme
unlocks the cross-lingual transferability of XLM-
R to zero-shot settings, with the same reasoning
as Chen et al. (2022).

4.2 Stage 2: Back-Translation

In the unsupervised stage, we perform offline back-
translation to bootstrap from foreign-English trans-
lation to English-foreign (and back). Figure 2 de-
picts the back-translation and training process.

Architecture Most of the architecture is trans-
ferred directly from the stage 1 model: encoder
embeddings, encoder layers, and decoder layers.
We cannot transfer the decoder embeddings, since
the model now needs to output multiple languages.
Instead, the decoder embeddings are tied to the
encoder embeddings, which are frozen XLM-R
embeddings. The resulting model thus has 0.96B
trainable parameters (1.2B total parameters).

Notation Recall the zero-shot stage can be
thought of as a pre-training step for the unsuper-
vised stage. We thus designate the zero-shot model
as EcXTra-r0, and the unsupervised models as
EcXTra-ri, where i denotes the current round of
back-translation (or simply ri for brevity). We de-
note the m2e-40 dataset as D0, the concatenation
of all foreign monolingual corpora as D(l), and
the English monolingual corpus as D(e). Synthetic
parallel data are D̂(l)←(e)i or D̂(e)←(l)i .

Training Data As 25M parallel sentences were
used to train r0, we generate about the same amount
(3M per language * 8 languages = 24M) of back-
translation data. Each ri therefore is trained on
~50M sentences, given the bidirectional training.
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Figure 2: An illustration of the second stage of training, split into 2 rounds. Each round n is trained on a
concatenation of back-translations from round n− 1, and the the opposite direction training data from round n− 1.
Round 1 uses English-foreign synthetic data and transfers only the encoder, while round 2 uses synthetic data for
both directions and transfers both encoder and decoder. Note that EcXTra blocks are abbreviated from Figure 1.

For each source language sentence, we add a
special start token to indicate the desired target lan-
guage, following the trick of Johnson et al. (2017).
An example is <2kk> to target Kazakh.6

Setup Back-translation proceeds in successive
stages. The main idea is that, for the current round
ri, we use ri−1 to generate synthetic parallel data
by translating the monolingual corpus—D(l) for
odd rounds, D(e) for even rounds. The source
and target directions are then flipped before being
used as training data. We also use ri−1 to intialize
weights for ri.

In our approach we aim to train bidirectional
models. Therefore, the training data of ri consists

6Our specific implementation is detailed in Appendix D.

of both back-translations from ri−1, as well as the
opposite direction training data used for ri−1 itself.
Thus the training data for round 1 is D̂(l)←(e)1+D0,
and for round 2 is D̂(e)←(l)2 + D̂(l)←(e)1 .

We ensure that for synthetic parallel data, the tar-
get side is always fluent monolingual text. As ob-
served by Niu et al. (2018), this avoids the possible
degradation from training to produce MT output.

For our experiments, we set m = 2, performing
two rounds of back-translation – consistent with
prior findings that improvement tapers off after
two rounds (Hoang et al., 2018). The final model,
EcXTra-r2, will have learned from back-translated
data in both directions.
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Round
kk-en gu-en si-en ne-en ps-en is-en my-en Avg.
→ ← → ← → ← → ← → ← → ← → ← → ←

r0 19.6 n/a 23.2 n/a 17.5 n/a 20.9 n/a 9.8 n/a 26.0 n/a 16.5 n/a 19.1 n/a

r1 18.5 20.7 21.1 13.1 14.8 6.6 18.0 8.3 9.0 8.0 24.4 23.4 14.3 8.3 17.2 12.6
r2 18.2 22.9 21.5 13.9 17.8 7.1 19.7 9.3 13.0 8.1 30.6 25.4 12.9 8.8 19.1 13.6

Table 1: BLEU scores for various rounds of EcXTra models on several low-resource translation test sets. The row
divisions indicate groups by approach: zero-shot (no synthetic parallel data), unsupervised (synthetic parallel data).
Foreign-English translation (→) columns are in white, while English-foreign (←) columns are in grey. ‘Avg.’ is the
unweighted average BLEU scores across that translation direction. ‘n/a’ indicates unsupported directions. For the
second group, the best BLEU score per column is bolded.

5 Results

We evaluate our models on test sets for 7 low-
resource-to-English pairs in both translation di-
rections (14 directions total). We use evaluation
metrics with are consistent with prior work. By
default, we report detokenized sacreBLEU (Post,
2018).7 For the Indic languages (gu, si, ne), we
report tokenized BLEU with the Indic-NLP li-
brary (Kunchukuttan, 2020). For Burmese (my),
we report SPM-BLEU (Goyal et al., 2022) to han-
dle the language’s optional spacing.

5.1 Main Results
Table 1 shows results for each EcXTra round.

Foreign-English Results (→) EcXTra-r0 (or r0)
is indeed able to perform zero-shot foreign-English
translations. The unsupervised r1 has lower scores,
this is likely because this model is now tasked with
performing 7 additional tasks on top of the origi-
nal many-to-English task. r2 recovers the overall
performance, with the same average BLEU as r0.
While r2 underperforms r1 for a few individual
pairs, it handily beats r0 for ps-en (13.0 > 9.8) and
for is-en (30.6 > 26.0), underscoring the overall
quality of the back-translations.

English-Foreign Results (←) Similarly for
English-foreign, we observe that r2 matches or
exceeds r1 overall across language pairs (13.6 >
12.6). This is in spite of r1 and r2 sharing the same
English-foreign training data D(l)←(e)1 .

5.2 Comparisons with Prior Work
Table 2 compares the best EcXtra-trained model,
r2, with prior work (as well as the zero-shot r0).8

7BLEU|nrefs:1|case:mixed|eff:no|tok:
13a|smooth:exp|version:2.0.0

8Confidence intervals for our results are not shown, but
fall between ±0.4 to ±1.0.

We emphasize that these results are not fully compa-
rable, given the differing training datasets, models,
and number of languages supported.9 However,
the comparisons can still illustrate the effectiveness
of the language-agnostic nature and simplicity of
EcXTra. We compare to:

SixT (Chen et al., 2021): trained on a German-
English parallel dataset.

SixT+ (Chen et al., 2022): trained on AUX6, a
parallel dataset in 6 high-resource languages. This
is concurrent to our work.

mBART-ft (Tang et al., 2021): mBART-ft is an
mBART model further fine-tuned on AUX6.

Garcia et al. (2021) : a single bidirectional unsu-
pervised NMT model trained in 3 stages using com-
binations of various training objectives on parallel
data, real and synthetic (from back-translation).

Zero-Shot NMT Results Considering the first
four rows of Table 2 we see that EcXTra-r0 out-
performs mBART-ft and SixT for all translation
pairs. Overall, it underperforms SixT+ (a concur-
rent work), but ties for si-en, and bests it for my-en
(16.5 > 15.3).10

Unsupervised NMT Results We next compare
our best unsupervised model, EcXTra-r2 to Garcia
et al. (2021), the only prior work, to the best of our
knowledge, that also trains a single bidirectional
unsupervised NMT model. r2 notably achieves a
new state-of-the-art for unsupervised en-kk (22.9
> 10.4), and also improves on kk-en (18.2 > 16.4)
and si-en (17.8 > 16.2). r2 underperforms for gu-en
(13.9 < 16.4) and ne-en (19.7 < 21.7).

9More discussion can be found in Section A.
10Chen et al. (2022) did not provide is-en results, but their

model should support it.
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Round
kk-en gu-en si-en ne-en ps-en is-en my-en
→ ← → ← → ← → ← → ← → ← → ←

mBART-ft 19.6 n/a 17.3 n/a 12.2 n/a 14.4 n/a 0.9 n/a ... n/a 3.6 n/a
SixT 19.0 n/a 17.3 n/a 12.2 n/a 14.4 n/a 11.4 n/a ... n/a 5.4 n/a
SixT+ 27.3 n/a 27.5 n/a 17.5 n/a 23.7 n/a 12.9 n/a ... n/a 15.3 n/a
EcXTra-r0 19.6 n/a 23.2 n/a 17.5 n/a 20.9 n/a 9.8 n/a 26.0 n/a 16.5 n/a

Garcia et al. (2021) 16.4 10.4 22.2 16.4 16.2 7.9 21.7 8.9 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a
EcXTra-r2 18.2 22.9 21.5 13.9 17.8 7.1 19.7 9.3 13.0 8.1 30.6 25.4 12.9 8.8

Supervised1234567 ... 12.1 ... 28.2 ... 6.5 ... 26.3 ... 11.0 ... 23.6 ... 13.9

Table 2: BLEU scores comparing various models to EcXTra. The row divisions indicate groups by approach:
zero-shot (no synthetic parallel data), unsupervised (synthetic parallel data), and supervised (real parallel data). ‘n/a’
indicates unsupported directions, while ‘...’ indicates results not provided. Within a row group, the best BLEU
score per column is bolded. Supervised results, from left to right: 1Rasooli et al. (2021) 2Li et al. (2019) 3Bei et al.
(2019) 4Ko et al. (2021) 5Shi et al. (2020) 6Símonarson et al. (2021) 7Hlaing et al. (2021)

Our work is the first to report unsupervised NMT
on en-ps, en-is, and en-my. For an upper bound we
cite prior results from supervised NMT systems;
these are for reference only (and not even necessar-
ily bidirectional nor multilingual). As expected, r2
underperforms for most tasks. However, r2 notably
exceeds supervised results for en-is (25.4 > 23.6),
showing the strength of our approach.

6 Discussion and Analysis

Enabling English-foreign translation in the second
stage seems to come at the cost of some foreign-
English performance. This may be an instance
of the insufficient modeling capacity problem of
multilingual NMT models (Zhang et al., 2020).
Still, r2 improves over r1, while training on en-
tirely synthetic parallel data generated from back-
translations in both directions. This finding under-
scores the effectiveness of successive rounds of
back-translation.

The EcXTra-trained model r0 underperforms
SixT+ (Chen et al., 2022) for foreign-English trans-
lations. Because EcXTra is a training approach,
we can use SixT+ as a drop-in replacement for
r0 for both weight initialization, and for its back-
translations. We suspect that training such a com-
bined model would achieve even better English-
foreign performance, and leave this to future work.

The EcXTra-trained model r2 underpeforms Gar-
cia et al. (2021) for English-Indic translations. This
is likely a function of our m2e-40 dataset having a
much lower proportion of Hindi that the dataset of
Garcia et al. (2021).11 While we take an agnostic

11This is not explicitly specified in their paper, but is clear

view of multilinguality, our training data is by no
means writing script-centric; possibly making our
model worse at outputting Indic texts. The exceed-
ing en-kk and high en-is scores of r2 provide some
evidence for this.

Overall, the r2 achieves competitive unsuper-
vised translation results. Our model supports 3
additional language pairs over prior bidirectional
unsupervised translation models, and the EcXTra
approach makes it simple to extend to even more
translation pairs. We underscore the overall appeal
of our approach, in that we can use the zero-shot
model to bootstrap back-translations for any un-
seen language, and train a bidirectional translation
system from there.

6.1 Many-to-English Performance of
Unsupervised Models

Unlike for the zero-shot r0, the unsupervised r2 has
seen text in the text languages, albeit as synthetic
parallel sentences with English. A natural question
to ask is whether r2 is able to maintain many-to-
English performance for non-test languages.

We perform the following experiment to exam-
ine this. The models are tasked with supervised
translation from 4 train languages (zh, hi, tr, ru) to
English. r0 and r1 directly see these in their train-
ing parallel data, whereas r2 has only indirectly
seen them through the prior rounds.

The results are shown in Table 3. As was found
for the test languages, r1 performs worse than r0.
r2 has the same average BLEU across language
pairs as r1. From this short experiment we have

given their 4 auxiliary languages, vs our 40.
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Round zh-en hi-en tr-en ru-en Avg.

r0 19.2 21.9 28.5 34.0 25.9
r1 17.0 17.6 26.2 32.5 23.3
r2 17.4 16.0 27.1 32.9 23.3

Table 3: BLEU scores for each EcXtra training round
on several supervised foreign-English translations.

shown that the unsupervised models r1 and r2 do
retain reasonable Many-to-English performance.
We leave future work to investigate mitigation of
the forgetting of prior learned tasks, endemic to
(almost) all deep learning-based models.

7 Related Work

The field of low-resource and zero-resource neural
machine translation is an area of continued inter-
est. Below, we describe related works those which
follow our data constraint: parallel foreign-English
data in auxiliary languages, and monolingual data
in unseen languages.

7.1 Many-to-English zero-shot NMT Models
Chen et al. (2021) propose SixT, a fine-tuning
method for foreign-English zero-shot NMT. They
initialize both the encoder and decoder to XLM-
R. They follow a two-stage fine-tuning approach,
first only fine-tuning the decoder layers, then con-
tinuing training by unfreezing the encoder layers
and decoder embeddings. The model is trained on
a parallel corpora in only de-en, and they report
zero-shot to-English performance for 10 languages.

Chen et al. (2022) propose SixT+, which builds
upon the authors’ prior work, and is trained on a
parallel corpus in 6 source languages. This is con-
current to the first submission of our work. They
show their model can address zero-shot tasks from
NMT to cross-lingual abstractive summarization.
This work has the same goal as our first stage of
training.12 The main differences are in our train-
ing data (40 vs 6 source languages, 80M vs 120M
pairs), and our simpler zero-shot training stage (no
unfreezing, no position disentangled encoder).

7.2 Unsupervised MT Models
Utilizing Both Parallel and Monolingual Data
Ko et al. (2021) propose NMT-Adapt, a method
which follows the same data constraints as our

12Chen et al. (2022) does perform a small-scale study on
back-translation for translating English-foreign, but these mod-
els are neither multilingual nor bidirectional.

work. Their method jointly optimizes four
tasks: denoising autoencoder, adversarial training,
high-resource translation, and low-resource back-
translation – the latter two of which we also use.
However, their work trains individual models for
each direction, and furthermore for each model ex-
plicitly trains on related high-resource language
datasets. This approach is thus more expensive and
less adaptable to new languages as ours.

Bidirectional Multilingual NMT Garcia et al.
(2021) train a single model to translate unseen lan-
guages to and from English, under the same data
constraints as our work. They proceed in 3 stages,
each of which uses a mixture of training data and
objectives: MASS (Song et al., 2019) for monolin-
gual data, cross-entropy for auxiliary parallel data,
and both iterative back-translation (Hoang et al.,
2018) and cross-translation (Garcia et al., 2020) for
synthetic parallel data. This work shares our goal
of developing a single bidirectional UNMT model
for unseen languages. There are two main differ-
ences. First, their aforementioned training scheme
is fairly involved. Second, their approach relies on
cross-translation, which explicitly ties individual
auxiliary languages to unseen languages, limiting
their model’s cross-lingual generalizability.

8 Conclusion

We have described a two-stage training approach
for developing a single bidirectional, unsupervised
NMT model, which we term EcXTra. The main
contribution of EcXTra is in its effective synthe-
sis of techniques from both zero-shot NMT, multi-
lingual fine-tuning, and from unsupervised NMT,
back-translation. While prior work also uses sim-
ilar underlying techniques, they have much more
involved training processes, either to consider the
bidirectional and zero-shot direction, or introduce
additional loss functions (which make training
more involved). Furthermore, in this work we have
taken an agnostic view towards multilinguality.

We trained a single NMT model through EcXTra,
and find that each round of back-translation train-
ing further refines bidirectional translation perfor-
mance. This gives rise to the view of EcXTra as suc-
cessive rounds of informed initialization into fur-
ther fine-tuning. The final, unsupervised EcXTra-
trained model achieves competitive performance
on 7 foreign-English tasks, in both directions. The
straightforward nature of EcXTra allows it to be
easily extended to new unseen languages.
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A Limitations

The notable limitations are the datasets used, the
compute required for training, and a want for fur-
ther ablation studies.

Our training dataset m2e-40 is a subset of the
Many-English dataset (Gowda et al., 2021). This
is a collection of various datasets, many of which
contain mined parallel sentences. While we have
assumed in our paper, like prior work, that these
datasets are “real” parallel data, they are in fact
quite noisy, and contain many low-quality sentence
pairs that likely harm downstream system perfor-
mance (Kreutzer et al., 2022).

Another potential limitation is that when we se-
lect only 2 million samples for each training lan-
guage pair, instead of using all samples, we limit
performance. This is possible, but our work ex-
plores a language-agnostic multilingual setting. We
refer the interested reader to (Zhang et al., 2022),
which finds through an empirical study that overall
multilingual translation performance is best when
languages are balanced.

Our method requires a solid amount of comput-
ing resources in order to train the entire NMT sys-
tem (see details in Appendix C). Unlike several
other works, we train a single model for all direc-
tions, which allows us to be more resource-efficient.
However, very recent work has found that even
without fine-tuning, multilingual pretrained LMs
are able to perform zero-shot translations to and
from low-resource languages (Patel et al., 2022) –
so long as they are given few-shot examples (which
can even be synthetic). We suspect such in-context
learning based approaches will be soon popular in
machine translation, as they have become in many
other NLP fields.

We also note that in our work, we evaluated
using only BLEU scores. BLEU, of course, is
widely-used and understood in the MT community.
However, over the decades, researchers have called
into question relying solely on BLEU results for
MT evaluation. We acknowledge this point, and
keep our work as-is given our resource limitations,
and given our consistency with prior unsupervised
NMT work on reporting results.

A.1 Preliminary Ablations

We understand that ablation studies are useful to
ascertain the contribution of various parts of the
training approach. Unfortunately, we were unable
to pursue this in detail because of resource limita-

tions on our end. Therefore, we enumerate several
possible ablations here, and provide preliminary
observations from some small-scale experiments:

Model Size We found the large models for XLM-
R and RoBERTa, instead of the base models, sig-
nificantly increased performance for all language
pairs and directions.

Our Dataset vs. Prior Work Datasets In the
unsupervised and zero-shot NMT literature, be-
cause of the variety of task formulations and setups,
works do not use consistent datasets for training.
This is true for the models we provide reference
comparisons to, Chen et al. (2022) and Garcia et al.
(2021). These works, like ours, provide compar-
isons to prior work, with a disclaimer that these
results cannot be completely fair. To some extent,
the multilinguality agnostic dataset is a key part
of the full EcXTra approach. Still, an elucidat-
ing ablation experiment could be to train our first
stage model using the AUX6 dataset of Chen et al.
(2022), then run back-translations using the mono-
lingual datasets specified by Garcia et al. (2021).
However, this would require additional computa-
tional resources that we unfortunately lack.

Unidirectional Unsupervised NMT We found a
unidirectional English-foreign second stage model
achieves similar BLEU to the bidirectional second
stage models. This suggests that this MT system
has no issue with bidirectionality, affirming the
findings of Niu et al. (2018).

Bilingual vs. Multilingual NMT Models We
found a second stage model trained to only trans-
late a single bilingual pair, kk-en, performs quite
a bit better for those translation directions than a
multilingual model. This suggests that the model
has difficulty with maintaining performance given
all the different translation tasks, especially those
with unique scripts such as Burmese and Nepali.

Training models for individual language pairs
(with their own limited vocabularies), and tailoring
the datasets specifically to relevant high-resource
languages, is one approach as performed by (Ko
et al., 2021). For example, their ne-en specific
model achieves 26.3 BLEU vs. EcXTra’s 8.8.13.
However, this approach is still someone unsatisfy-
ing, as our ultimate goal is still to train a single

13Still, in the ne-en direction their models achieves only
18.8 BLEU (vs. EcXTra’s 19.9) This suggests the multilin-
gual similarities are currently better exploited for to-English
translation, than from-English.
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multilingual NMT system. We hope for continued
research to close this gap between multilingual and
bilingual NMT systems.

Initializing Stage 2 to Stage 1 Model In this
experimental setting, we use the trained stage 1
model only to create English-foreign synthetic par-
allel data, but initialize to RoBERTa and XLM-R
(instead of the stage 1 model). We ran this model
for a few epochs, before stopping it because we
found the validation BLEU increased very slowly
relative to the original stage 2 training. This af-
firms our earlier claim that the stage 1 model is an
informed initialization for the stage 2 model.

B Details on Datasets Used

Here, we expand upon Section 3 and provide fur-
ther detail on the datasets used in this paper.

B.1 Zero-Shot NMT Datasets

Test We consider translation of 7 low-resource
languages, which come from 6 language fami-
lies. We draw these test sets from publicly avail-
able datasets from WMT2114, FLoRes v115, and
WAT2116. Where possible, we use the same test
sets as specified by prior unsupervised NMT work.

Training Our first stage model is trained on a
parallel dataset we term m2e-40. This is a subset of
the Many-English17 dataset (Gowda et al., 2021),
which itself is a collection of other publicly avail-
able datasets. Of the 500 language pairs in this
dataset, we choose the 40 languages with the most
parallel sentences18. This criterion contrasts with
prior work (Siddhant et al., 2022; Chen et al., 2022),
which specifically select language pairs based on
coverage and/or similarity to the unseen test lan-
guages. Table 5 shows more information for the
training languages.

Prior work has handled the imbalance in aux-
iliary language pairs through temperature sam-
pling (Devlin et al., 2019). Essentially, this is a
simple trick to up-sample high-resource languages

14https://www.statmt.org/wmt21/index.
html

15https://github.com/facebookresearch/
flores/tree/main/floresv1

16http://lotus.kuee.kyoto-u.ac.jp/WAT/
my-en-data/

17http://rtg.isi.edu/many-eng/data-v1.
html

18The motivation for choosing 40 languages is largely be-
cause of resource limitations on our end. Ideally, we would
have liked to train on all languages with 1M+ sentence pairs.

and down-sample low-resource once. In our work
we take the even simpler trick of equally sampling
2 million sentences from each training language.
This follows the finding of Zhang et al. (2022) that
more equal sampling of languages results in the
relatively best multilingual performance.

The Many-English dataset is provided as pre-
tokenized and pre-processed. For our use-case,
we are fine-tuning the encoder of XLM-R, which
was pretrained on untokenized text. Therefore, we
detokenize both the English and the foreign sides
of our subset using sacremoses19.

Validation The validation data comes from the
development tarball of WMT1920. Of the 40 train-
ing languages, 15 of them are found in this tar-
ball. As some translation directions appear mul-
tiple times (e.g. fr-en), we choose just 1 per task.
Table 6 shows more information. For the super-
vised NMT experiment of Section 6.1, we utilize
the same development datasets for the languages
{zh, hi, tr, ru}.

B.2 Unsupervised NMT Datasets

Training We use several monolingual datasets
for training our unsupervised NMT model. For the
7 test languages we draw from Common Crawl21

for {kk, gu, is} and CC-10022 for {my, ps, ne, si}.
We take the first 4M sentences of each mono-

lingual dataset–except for Burmese (my), which
has only 2M sentences. We then filter out dupli-
cated lines, and empty lines. We thus have 26M
test language sentences.

For the English-to-many direction, we require
monolingual English data, which we draw from
News crawl23. As above, we take the first 4M sen-
tences, then filter out duplicated and empty lines.
The English monolingual sentences are then trans-
lated in the 7 languages, resulting in 7 * 4M = 28M
synthetic sentence pairs total.

Validation For each round of back-translation
training, we use datasets in 14 directions – from/to
the 7 translation directions. We withhold the first
250 sentence pairs of each translation direction (14

19https://github.com/alvations/
sacremoses

20http://data.statmt.org/wmt19/
translation-task/dev.tgz

21https://data.statmt.org/ngrams/
22https://data.statmt.org/cc-100/
23https://data.statmt.org/news-crawl/

en/
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directions, so 3500 pairs total) to serve as valida-
tion. The early stopping criteria is standard BLEU.
We tried as an alternative the round-trip BLEU pro-
posed by Lample et al. (2018), but found this made
little difference in final evaluation results.

C Modeling and Training Setup

Our research was pursued in a resource-limited
setting. For training, we used 4 NVIDIA RTX
A6000 GPUs (48GB vRAM each). For inference,
we used the above, and additionally had access to
16 NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2080 Ti GPUs (11GB
vRAM each).

Given the above resource-limited training and
inference setup, we provide some rough estimates
of runtime. Training a stage 1 model takes about
1 week. Training a stage 2 model takes about
6 weeks, given the steps: a) run xx->en back-
translations on 26m sentences (2 weeks), b) train
the round 1 model (1 week), c) run en->xx back-
translations on 28M sentences (2 week), d) train
the round 2 model (1 week). Given more standard
GPU resources, we would expect at least a 3-4x
speedup in the whole training process.

We use the transformers package (Wolf
et al., 2020) as the backbone for our modeling
work. Specifically, we use it to load pretrained
model weights and tokenizers. The rest of the code
is implemented in PyTorch (Paszke et al., 2019).

Hyperparameters The most up-to-date version
of the hyperparameters can be found in the repos-
itory.24 For training, the batch size = 20000 for
round 0, and 11500 for rounds 1 and 2. We use
an Adam optimizer, with learning rate = 1e-3, and
warmup steps = 12500. The learning rate decay
schedule is based on the inverse square root of the
update number. The dropout probability = 0.1, and
the random mask probability = 0.4. For inference,
the batch size = 1500, and beam size = 5.

D Start Tokens to Indicate Target
Language

Following Johnson et al. (2017), we add special
start tokens to each source sentence, to indicate
the desired target language. This only applies to
stage 2, because stage 1 always targets English.
The default implementation directly adds these to-
kens, of the form <2xx> to the target vocabulary.
Our setting requires adapting the implementation

24https://github.com/manestay/EcXTra/

because as we have frozen the target embeddings
(and source embeddings), we cannot increase the
vocabulary size. We therefore indicate the target
language with a two-token sequence, which con-
sists of the usual start token <s>, and another
token TOKi drawn from the long tail of the vo-
cabulary. The model then must learn that <s> +
TOKi means to translate to a given language.

To be concrete, we use XLM-R tokenization,
which consists of 250,002 SentencePiece tokens.
For this paper, in which the model supports 8
languages, we arbitrary select indices 202201 to
202208, and assign each to a language.

E How Zero-Resource is Zero-Resource?

In this work, we have defined zero-resource as the
setting in which no parallel sentences are available
for a language pair of interest. This definition fol-
lows the general usage in the field. To be exactly
precise, though, the pretrained multilingual model
used, XLM-RoBERTa, has indeed seen monolin-
gual text in each of the 7 low-resource languages.

F Sample Output

Sample output for the EcXTra NMT models are
shown in Tables 7 and 8.
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Code Language Family Script Source # Pairs

kk Kazakh Turkic Cyrillic newstest2019 1000
gu Gujarati Indic Gujarati newstest2019 1016
si Sinhala Indic Sinhala FLoRes v1 2905
ne Nepali Indic Devanagari FLoRes v1 2924
ps Pashto Iranian Arabic newstest2020 2719
is Icelandic Germanic Latin newstest21 1000
my Burmese Burmese-Lolo Burmese WAT21 1018

Table 4: Information for the test languages, and the foreign-English datasets used. The columns are, from left to
right, the ISO 639-1 language code, the name of the language, the language family at the Genus level, the data
source, and the number of sentence pairs.

Code Language Code Language

tr Turkish hu Hungarian
sr Serbian sl Slovenian
fr French vi Vietnamese
he Hebrew et Estonian
ru Russian sk Slovak
ar Arabic ja Japanese
zh Chinese lt Lithuanian
bs Bosnian lv Latvian
nl Dutch uk Ukrainian
de German th Thai
pt Portuguese cs Czech
no Norwegian ko Korean
it Italian id Indonesian
es Spanish ca Catalan
pl Polish mt Maltese
fi Finnish ro Romanian
fa Persian bg Bulgarian
sv Swedish hr Croatian
da Danish hi Hindi
el Greek eu Basque

Table 5: Information for the train languages. The
columns are, from left to right, the ISO 639-1 language
code, and the name of the language.

Code Language Source # Pairs

tr Turkish newsdev2016 1001
fr French newstest2009 2525
ru Russian newstest2012 3003
zh Chinese newsdev2017 2002
de German newstest2009 2525
it Italian newstest2009 2525
es Spanish newstest2009 2525
fi Finnish newsdev2015 1500
hu Hungarian newstest2009 2525
et Estonian newsdev2017 2000
lt Lithuanian newsdev2019 2000
lv Latvian newsdev 2017 2003
cs Czech newstest2009 2525
ro Romanian newsdev2016 1999
hi Hindi newsdev2014 520

Table 6: Information on the validation languages, and
the foreign-English datasets used. The columns are,
from left to right, the ISO 639-1 language code, the
name of the language, the source (from WMT develop-
ment set), and the number of sentence pairs.
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Model Translation (kk-en)

Reference The first medal place was given to Dastan Aitbay from Kyzylorda and his project on
"Safe Headphones" Innovative headphones".

EcXTra-r0 The winning first place was won by Dastan Aitbay’s innovative earpiece "Safe head-
phones" from the city of Kyushu.

EcXTra-r1 First place was won by Dastan Attbay of the city of Kyrgyzlord "Innovative earphones
"Safe headphones."

EcXTra-r2 The cool first place was won by Dastan Aitbay, from the city of Kyrgyzstan, the
"Inventive earcap Safe Headphones."

Table 7: Sample kk-en unsupervised translations for the input: Жүлделi бiрiншi орынды Қызылорда қала-
сынан Дастан Айтбайдың "Инновациялық құлаққап "Safe headphones"жобасы жеңiп алды.

Model Translation (en-is)

Reference Markmiðið er að fegra svæðið og leyfa mósaíkverki Gerðar Helgadóttur á Tollhúsinu
að njóta sýn betur.

EcXTra-r0 N/A

EcXTra-r1 Markmið er að fagna svæðið og gera mosaík Gerður Helgadóttir á Tollhúsinu áberandi.

EcXTra-r2 Tilgangurinn er að fallega svæðið og gera mosamynd Gerður Helgadóttir á tollhúsinu
meira áberandi.

Table 8: Sample en-is unsupervised translations for the input: The aim is to beautify the area and make Gerður
Helgadóttir’s mosaic on the Customs House more prominent.
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